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Empirical processes of U-statistic structure indexed by Vapnik-Chervonenkis classes of sets are 
studied for independent, but not necessarily identically distributed observations. Glivenko-Cantelli 
and weak convergence results are obtained by using a representation of these processes as an 
average of certain empirical processes. This generalizes a theorem of Helmers, Janssen and Serfling 
(1985) and includes the corresponding results for the empirical process. 
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1. Introduction 
Throughout the paper let m EN be fixed and set 
E,:={(il,...,i,)E{l,...,n}m:ii#ik forj#k} forall nEN(. 
For a measurable “kernel function” h : R” + R and a sequence (5) itN of i.i.d. random 
variables defined on a probability space (0, 9, P), Serfling (1984) considers the 
following situation: For all n 2 m, let WY C . * . s WY, (with r,, := card(&)) denote 
the ordered values of h(&, , . . . , .$,), (i, , . . . i,) g E,,. 
Then a generalized Z-statistic is defined by 
‘n 
T, := r,’ 1 c,,~WT, 
i=l 
where (Cni)isr,,,ntN is a given triangular array of real scores. Studying the asymptotic 
behaviour of T,, the following empirical measure turns out to be useful: 
H,(C):= r,’ 1 lC(5,,,.~.2 &,) for all n 2 m 
(il . . . . . i,,,)tE,, 
and 
c E +I? := {{h G t}: t E [w}. 
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Denoting the quantile function of H, by Hi’ for all n 2 m, the following identity 
holds: 
1 
I 
T, = I,(t)N,‘(t)dt, with I,,(~):=c,~ for5<ts4. 
0 r* rn 
It is evident that results for H,, will imply results for T, under suitable regularity 
conditions on I,,. We call 
U,(C):=n”*[H,(C)-IE(H,(C))], CE%, 
for each n 3 m the U-process (or empirical process of U-statistic-structure) based 
on 5i, . . . , tn and indexed by % (cf. Nolan and Pollard, 1987, where for m = 2 
almost sure convergence is studied for function-indexed U-Processes in the i.i.d. 
situation). It is easy to verify that the above Ce is a Vapnik-Chervonenkis class (for 
a definition see Section 2). Our aim is to study weak convergence and almost sure 
behaviour of U-processes indexed by rather more general Vapnik-Chervonenkis 
classes of sets (e.g. rectangles or closed balls in Rk; for other examples see Ganssler, 
1983). The main results are stated in Section 3 while the proofs are given in 
Section 4. 
2. Definitions and auxiliary results 
According to our remarks in the introduction let m E RJ be fixed and (&,i)ig,c,,,, ncrm 
be a triangular array of rowwise independent random elements defined on (0, 9, p) 
with values in some measurable space (Y, LB), each being 3, %-measurable. For 
any BE@~% and n> m we define (with r,(,), Eic,) as in the introduction): 
H,(B):= r:!,, C 1f3(5ni,, . . . P tnt,,,), fin(B):= UK(B)), 
(;t,...,i,,,)~ E,(,,, 
U,(B):= i(n)“‘[H,,(B)-ii,,(B)]. 
Now we consider some countable Vapnik-Chervonenkis class % c 0;” 3. This 
means that there exists a minimal V( %) E k4 with property that for any F c Y” with 
card(F) = V( %) we have card( F n Fe) < 2 “(%) (for more details see Ganssler, 1983). 
Then we call ( U,,(C)),,, for each n E N the U-process indexed by %‘. In order to 
prove weak convergence or Glivenko-Cantelli results, the following Theorems 2.1 
and 2.2 (cf. Alexander, 1984, Corollary 2.9 and Theorem 2.11) are crucial. 
Given, for each n EN, independent random elements n,, . . . , r], defined on 
(0, 9, UJ) with values in some measurable space (Z, 9) all being 9, g-measurable, 
let, for each DE 9, 
vi(D):=$(niED) for isn, &(D) := n “‘MO) - &?(~)I. 
Then, for any countable Vapnik-Chervonenkis class %! c 5% we have (with S := 
sup{n~‘C~=, z+(0)(l-vi(O)): DE%}) the following results. 
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Theorem 2.1. For all M > 0 and E > 0 with 
2’3M-3’2[ V(%)6 log(1/6)]“*< E CM&‘/~, 
we have 
Wsup{IPn(~)I: DE 31 z=e)s16exp(-(1-M)E2/(26)). q 
Theorem 2.2. For F 2 SK”*, we have 
$(sup{(p,(D)- F,,(D)\: DE %!}? F)< 16(n~2)2”V’~‘exp(-2n~2). 0 
Remark. The assumption “% countable” (cf. Pollard, 1981) serves only to avoid 
measurability problems in our approach. It might be replaced by similar conditions 
as in Alexander (1984), but in many cases of interest the processes are separable 
in the sense that a countable subset %” of %Z uniquely determines the values of U,, 
so that countability of ‘% is not a severe restriction. 
Now we are going to describe the notion of weak convergence of ( lJ,,)nGN used 
throughout. Let s be some pseudo-metric on %? so that (‘%‘, s) is totally bounded (cf. 
condition (C) in Section 3). We define (a{ .>) denoting the a-algebra generated by 
1.1): 
S := I”( %) := {f~ Ry; : f bounded}, 
S, := {fe I”( %?): f uniformly continuous w.r.t. s}, 
llfll := suPQ-(C)l: C E ge), 
.& := U({{fE s: f(C) s t}: c E %‘, t E R}), 
93b(S) := U({{fE s: Ilf-glj < E}: g E s, F > O}), 
Q:(S) := (4 E E”(S): 4 uniformly continuous w.r.t. (1 (( and 
ah(S)-measurable}, 
0~;(6):=sup{lf(C)-f(D)J:s(C,D)sS;C,DE%} forfES,6>0. 
First of all we note that for each n Z m, U, = ( U,,(C))c,, is a 9, &-measurable 
random element in S defined on (0, 9, p). Classical results for weak convergence 
are not available because (S, 11 11) might not be separable for general (e. We make 
use of the model of d;P,-convergence in GLnssler (1983) (which is possible because 
of A 3 CBh(S)) and call ( U,,)nEm Tb-convergent to a 3, &B,,(S)-measurable random 
element G in S defined on some p-space (d, 9, F) (denoted by U,, 2 G) iff 
6) 4(K) dP= 4(G) d@ for all 4 E Q;(S) 
and 
(ii) p(G~&)=l. 
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Moreover, we call (U,),,, relatively %,-sequentially compact iff for each sub- 
sequence of (U,,),,, there exists some .$,-convergent subsequence. The following 
characterization (Theorem 1 in Ganssler and Schneemeier, 1986) will be basic for 
our investigations. 
Theorem 2.3. The following statements are equivalent 
(i) (u ) n ?Iaf?I is relatively Lfb-sequentially compact. 
(ii) limalo lim sup,,, P(w”,,,(S) 2 s) = 0 for all E > 0. 0 
Remark. If condition (ii) of Theorem 2.3 is satisfied, LZb-convergence of (U,,),,, 
is equivalent to the convergence of the finite dimensional distributions of (U ) _ n nzm. 
3. Stochastic inequalities and main results 
Our first aim is to obtain analogues of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 for the process 
ull = (K(C)),%%, n 2 m. For this we define for n 3 m: 
S, := {permutations of (1, . . . , i(n))}, 
Il(fl)/mD 
p:(B):= Ui(n)lmU’ C lB(tmr(mj+l), f . . , Snu(m,+md, 
j=O 
X(B):= up:(B)), 
p~(B):=[i(n)/mI]“2[p~(B)-t’,(B)] for Bt&%,aES,, 
w~(~):=su~{~~~(C)-/~~(D)]: fiz(CAD)ss; C,DE %} for c?>O,(TES,, 
I, := i(n)“2[i(n)/mjp ‘I2 E [ml”, m]. 
(Here I[ .] denotes the greatest integer function.) Then, the following representation 
(due to Hoeffding, 1963; see also Silverman, 1983) of l;‘Un as an average of the 
empirical processes /3:, (T E S,, will be crucial. 
Lemma 3.1. For all n 2 m and B E @:93 we have 
(9 K(B) = (i(n)!)-’ Es p:(B), 
,f 
(ii) g,,(B)= i(n!)-’ C C,(B), 
mc s, 
(iii) U,(B)= Z,(i(n)!)-’ 1 pz. 0 
uts,, 
Note that for all n E N and (T E S,, pz is an empirical %-process based on [i(n)/ ml 
independent random elements and therefore Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 are applicable. 
By integrating the tails we get the following corollaries. 
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Corollary 3.2. For all R > 0 and 0 < s < 1 there exist constants L, K > 0 (depending 
only on R, s, V( %)) with 
E( sL exp( R6-“w;( 8)*‘) s K 
for all UE S,, O< 6 G 1, [i(n)/mg 2 24+2s8~(‘+s)‘(1Ps). 
Corollary 3.3. For all 0 < s < 2 there exists a positive constant K (depending only on 
s and V( %‘)> with 
~(~~p((2-s)~~i(n)lmD~llP~l12))~ K 
forallaES,, nzm. 
By using convexity of the exp-function and Lemma 3.1 we are now able to prove 
analogues of Corollaries 3.2 and 3.3 for the corresponding quantities of the U-process 
indexed by % Let fi,, denote the pseudo-metric on %? defined by fi,,( C, D) := 
G,,( C A D), and let w:;( . ) be defined as in Section 2. Then the following lemma 
holds. 
Lemma 3.4. For all n > m and 0 < 6,) s2 5 1, we have 
0$(6,)Gl, 
[ 
(i(n)!)-’ C ~~(S,)+(26,6,‘)“~ 
UES,, 
[(i(n)!)-’ Es 
n 
llkW*]“*] . 
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.4 and Corollaries 3.2 and 3.3 we obtain: 
Lemma 3.5. For all R > 0 and 0 < s < 4 there exist constants L, K 2 0 (depending only 
on R, s, V( %T)) with 
!E(sL exp(RS~‘w$;(6)4”))~ K 
for all 0< 6 5 1, [i(n)/mls 24+4s~-“+2~“‘2-4r’. 
Lemma 3.6. For all 0 < s < 2 there exists a constant K 3 0 (depending only on s, V( %‘)) 
with 
Uexp((2-s).Ui(n)/mll. II&II’))~K 
for all n E N. 
A comparison with the well-known inequality in Kiefer (1961) shows that Lemma 
3.6 is (apart from the constant K) the best possible bound of this type. Lemma 3.6 
also provides (by an application of Markov’s inequality ) the exponential bound 
of Helmers, Janssen and Serfling (1985) where only the i.i.d. case is treated for very 
special (totally ordered) Vapnik-Chervonenkis classes. Now we are able to state 
our main results. By the Borel-Cantelli lemma and Lemma 3.6 we get a Glivenko- 
Cantelli result for the U-process (which cannot be improved without additional 
assumptions on CSni)i=si(n),naN). 
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Theorem 3.7. For (yn)ntN ‘(1,~) with C y;“<coforalle>O, wehave 
(log yn)-“2]1 U, ]I + 0 P-U.& 0 
Note that Theorem 3.7 implies in particular 
K,(log n))“2]] U, ]I --, 0 P-a.s. for &JO, 
or 
i( n)-YII U, II+ 0 P-a.s., if C i(n)-” <00 for some K > 0. 
ntN 
Let us now turn to the more interesting question of JZb-convergence of (U,),,,. 
In view of Theorem 2.3 it is obvious that the key will be the inequality in Lemma 
3.5. Nevertheless we have to make some additional assumptions on the distribution 
of the &, is i(n), n EN, namely: 
(C) There exists some pseudo-metric s on % with 
(i) lim,l,limsup,,, sup{E([U,(C)- u,(o)]‘):s(c,0)~6;C,DE Y}=O, 
(ii) (%, S) is totally bounded. 
Then the following results hold. 
Theorem 3.8. Let (C) be satisfied and i(n) + CO for n + ~0. Then (U,),,, is relatively 
5!Tb-sequentially compact in the model of Section 2. 
Theorem 3.9. Assuming (C) and i(n) + ~0 for n + ~0 the following two statements are 
equivalent : 
z!J 
(i) There exists a zero-mean Gaussian process G indexed by % with U,, - G. 
(ii) (~(u,(C)u,(D))),,,convergesforuZlC,D~~usn-,c~(tothecorresponding 
moments of G). 
Remarks. (i) Theorem 3.9 shows that all possible subsequential limits of (U,,),,, 
in 3.8 are zero-mean Gaussian processes. 
(ii) In order to check (C) or Theorem 3.9(ii) the following simple relations for 
C, DE % might be useful (with yni := T(&), V, := i(n)-’ c$‘/ vni for is i(n), n EN): 
(a) There exist constants L, K > 0 such that for n 2 m, 
E([UH(C)-U,(D)]2)SK 2 v, (CA D)+i(n)-’ 
K ) 1 1 S L[H,(CaD)+i(n)-‘I. 
(b) IE(U,,(C)U,,(D))-f,(C,D)I=O(i(n)-1’2), where for each nEN(, 
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with C(x,j):={z~ Y: (xi,.. .,xj-,,z,xj,. . . ,x,+r)~C} for (xi ,..., x,,_i)=x~ 
yrn-‘, j = 1,. . . ) m. (b) especially implies (provided that i(n) + CO for n + co) that 
convergence of (lE( U,(C) U,(D))),,, follows from convergence of (v,,)~~~ under 
weak regularity conditions. 
(iii) If there exists a measure v on ( Y”, 0: B) with 
limsupsup{E([U,(C)-U,(D)]2):v(CAD)~~;C,DE~]~0 for640, 
n-@z 
condition (C) can be established by the pseudo-metric s( C, D) := v( C A D); in this 
case (C) (ii) is an immediate consequence of Lemma 7.13 in Dudley (1978). 
4. Proofs 
Proof of Corollary 3.2. This follows from Theorem 2.2 with M =t by integrating 
thetails.ForfixedO<s<l,R>0,0<6~1,a~S,andn~mwithZ:=~i(n)/m~~ 
24+2~~-(l+~)/(l~~) we obtain 
E(exp(RG-“wZ(6)2”)) 
J 
exp(22’S-‘1’) 
<l-t P(2 sup{Jp:( C\D>(: rX( c A D) 5 6; c, DE %} 
1 
2 [(log E)/ R] “(*‘)8 1’2) de. 
Now we have to check for which E Theorem 2.1 might be applied (note that 
%- := { C\D: C, D E %?} is a countable Vapnik-Chervonenkis class). It is obvious that 
exp([2’5~5V(W)“2]2”R[log(l/6)]“) s E G exp(R(G1)“) 
is equivalent to 
2’3(+)-3’2[ V( Z-)6 log(l/S)]“’ s f[(log E)/RI”~~~“~~~~~~‘~. 
This implies (with (Y := [215-5 V( %e)“2]2s): 
lE(exp(R6P”w~(6)2”)) 
G exp(cuR[log(l/S)]“) 
J 
exp(R(SI)‘) 
+ min(1, 16 exp( -&[(log E)/R]““)} ds 
exp(uR[log(l/~)l’) 
+ 16 exp(22’6P”Z’)exp( -&5/) 
S 8PR + 
I 
cn 
min{l,16& P1/16R-r/~(log E)l/‘-l} da 
1 
where K Z 0 depends only on R and s. 0 
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Proof of Corollary 3.3. This follows in same way as in the proof of Corollary 3.2 
by integrating the tails in Theorem 2.2. 0 
Proof of Lemma 3.4. Let n E N and 0 < 6,) &S 1 be fixed. Then we have 
(i(n)!)-’ C @;(C)-p:(D)l: fi,(CAD)+; C, DE % 
BUS. I 
+ 21, sup (i(n)!)-’ C l(Fz(CAD)>6,) : 
. 
{[(i(n)!)-’ ,Fs 
” 
llkCZl12][ 
*ES. 1 l/2 
H,(cAD)Gs,; c,D& 
Cl, (i(n)!)-’ 
[ 
YES O,(s,)+2[ G’f4(itn)!)-’ Es llP~l12] 1’2]. 1 0 
n n 
Proof of Lemma 3.5. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.4 (with 
6, = 6, 82= 6”‘) combined with Corollary 3.2 and 3.3 (note that exp( .) is 
convex). 0 
Proof of Lemma 3.6. This follows in a straightforward way from Corollary 3.3 by 
using convexity of exp( . ) and Theorem 3.1. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.8. For all n 2 m we define the pseudo-metric s, on % by 
S, (C, D) := E([ U,( C) - U,,(D)]‘)“’ for C, D E (e. To prove the theorem, we make 
use of the following inequality (Schneemeier, 1987): For all kE N there exists a 
positive constant C(k) with 
E([U,,(C)-U,,(D)]2k)sC(k)[s,(CAD)2k+i(n)~k] for all HEN. (*) 
Moreover (according to Lemma 7.13 in Dudley, 1978), for all n E N and 0 < S s 1 
we can find an N,, (6) c %Y such that: 
(i) For all CE @there exists A(C, n, S)EN,,(S) with I?,,(CAA(C, n, 6))sS; 
(ii) N,,(6) := card(.N,,(s)) s KKM with K, M 3 0 depending only on V( %‘) (and 
not on n). 
For all nEN and 0<6<1 we get 
ws;.(S)~2sup{lU,,(C)- U,,(A(C, n, @)I: CE %} 
+sup{l U,(A(C, n, 6)) - U,,(A(D, n, S))j: s,(C, D) s 8; C, DE %} 
~2w$(6)+R,,(6) (under (*)) 
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with 
R,@):=sup{)U,(C)- U,(D)/: 
c, DENm(8); S,(C, o)~s+2[C(1)(6+i(n)-‘)]“2}. 
Using the inequality in Lemma 3.5 we obtain for all F > 0, 
ljg lim sup P(w’&,,(S) 3 F) 
n+m 
=l~~limsupIFD(R,(fi)~le) 
n-Lx 
G liTJ;up lim sup K2 6 -2M sup{P()U,(C)- u,(D)l+): 
,I’W 
S,(C, D)~6+2[c(1)(6+i(rz)-‘]“‘; c, DE %} 
G lirni;up lim sup K’ G~‘“(f~)-2M-‘C(2m + 1) 
n+w^ 
x{[2C(1)“2(6+i(n)~‘)“‘+6]4”+2+i(n)~2m} (under (*)) 
=0 (note that i(n)+oo for n+~). 
The proof of Theorem 3.8 is now completed by an application of Theorem 2.3 
because for all HEN and 0<6sl (with a,(8):=sup{s,(C,D): s(C, D)sS; 
C, DE %?}) we have 
4-r,,(6) 6 4&z,(6)) 
which implies for all E > 0, 
1;1$ lim_sJp P(w.L,,(6) 2 &) s lim sup P’(~t,,(8’) 3 E) (under (C)(i)) 
n-a 
for all S’> 0 (S’JO immediately yields Theorem 2.3(ii)). 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.9. The implication (i)+(ii) is easy because (*) in the proof of 
Theorem 3.8 implies for all C, DE % that 
SU~{E(U,,(C)~U,,(D)‘): nzm}<co. 
On the other hand LPb-convergence of (U,,),,, to a zero-mean Gaussian process 
G gives (U,(C), U,,(D))5 (G(C), G(D)). Thus we have shown that 
IE(U,,(C)U,,(D))+E(G(C)G(D)) holds for n-+oo. 
So it remains to prove that (ii) implies (i). For this we consider for each n 2 m 
and BEQ~ 93 the process 
L,(B):=~(~I-“~ v,x(l,,,-v&j;: V, (B) I+1 > 1 
where 
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Then a straightforward application of the Cramer-Wold-device and the Central 
Limit Theorem implies convergence ofthe finite dimensional distributions of (L,),,, 
to normal distributions. According to Proposition 3.1 in Schneemeier (1987) we 
haveE([U,(B)-L,(B)]‘=O(i(n))‘)f or all B E @T B, and therefore obtain conver- 
gence of the finite dimensional distributions of (U,,),,, to normal distributions. In 
view of Theorem 3.8 this completes the proof. 0 
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